
3-Sink Dispenser
Site Survey

Date:

071521

Yes No

Location Name & Address:

Follow Up Contact Information:

Is the in-use sanitizer at the 3-compartment sink testing between 150-300ppm? (Ideally 200ppm)

Are sanitizer spray bottles or buckets stored properly and testing between 150-300ppm? (Ideally 200ppm)

Is facility 3-sink equipment in good condition?

What model is the current 3 sink dispenser? Flex Gap or Air gap? Please take photo of the unit and sink space.

Can the manager of the facility provide updated SDS for chemicals used in the kitchen? 

What are you looking to change about your current cleaning products, cleaning process or cleaning performance?

Is there specialty equipment onsite with specific cleaning procedures? List all items and products currently used.

What areas do you have di�culty cleaning?

What is the gallonage of the three sink? L x W x D / 231 = Total Sink Gallons 

List 3-sink products currently in use with cost and active dilution: 

How would you rate your sta� training for cleaning compliance? (On a Scale of 1-10)

If there is a current dispenser in place, is the water source connection a hose fitting or a saddle tap.

How many feet are from the dispenser location to the water inlet source? Can the dispenser fit over the center sink?

Are chemical products on the floor or in racks? How many feet are from the chemical containers to the dispenser?
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Name:

Cost:

Dilution:

Name:

Cost:

Dilution:

Name:

Cost:

Dilution:

Consult with your Canberra sales professional on
any unique install questions prior to installation. 

This will help you 
understand if operations 
follow federal regulations 
that require a specific 
parts per million level of 
sanitizer.

Just like sanitizer, 
refillable spray bottles 
and buckets need to be 
tested in order for the 
product to work.

If “yes,” ask what issues 
they’ve had with the 
dispenser. If you are replacing 

an existing unit on 
the wall, make sure 
you know if the unit 
is a Flex Gap or Air 
Gap. 

Managers are required by OSHA to 
have cleaning chemical SDS’ on site. 

Use this question 
as an opportunity 
to understand their 
pain points. Some establishments may 

have specialty equipment 
that requires a specific or 
custom cleaner or has a 
unique cleaning issue or 
process. 

This question may pertain to access to 
cleaning it, timing, poorly working 
cleaners or custom specialty surfaces. 

When measuring, measure to the water 
fill line, not the total metal sink height. 

This information is necessary for the 
Cost Calculator usage. The dilution 
on the detergent bottle is probably 
not the same dilution that the 
dispenser is operating at. 

There’s always room for improvement 
and more often than not, customers are 
thinking of a specific training issue.

A saddle valve tap is a way 
to tap into a water line and 
connect an inlet to the 3-Sink 
Plus Dispenser in situations 
where you don’t have 
existing water connection. 

Dispenser needs to be within 
6 feet of the water source.

The ideal install has the 
3-Sink Plus dispenser 
over the center sink, this 
allows for easy operator 
access to the on and o� 
knobs and for any 
periodic maintenance. 

If chemical is currently on the 
floor, the 3-Sink Plus Program 
allows the products to be stored 
on the wall and free up floor 
space. 
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